Making magic through the arts since 1986

POP was a magic-making success! Thanks to everyone who made it possible.

On August 13th, Inclusive Arts Vermont staff, board, and volunteers gathered at The Soda Plant, joined by eight teams of magic-making artists for POP, a paint-a-thon fundraiser.

Teams painted canvases live during the 3-hour event, inspired by the prompt, "MAGIC!" Community members popped by, using adaptive materials to paint giant community canvases. It was such a joyful day of creativity, connection, and artmaking, all to raise money to support inclusion in the arts for folks with disabilities.

Our goal for the day was to raise $5,000, and our stretch goal was $6,000! We're only $500 away from reaching that stretch goal! How can you help? Thanks for asking!

- Buy one of the magical paintings created that day! By 8/28, our ONLINE RAFFLE will be live, so you can buy tickets and shoot your shot at getting this awesome art! Check our website and social media for updates.

- Donate! There are multiple ways to donate, and every donation gets us closer to achieving our goal and improving disability access in Vermont. You can even set yourself up as a monthly donor.

If you have any questions, visit www.inclusiveartsvermont.org/pop or contact Katie, katie@inclusiveartsvermont.org or 802-404-1597.

We want to extend our greatest thanks to all the people who made this day so magical. Thank you to:

- Dynamic volunteers who put up tents, filled water buckets, blew bubbles, checked teams in, and so much more!

- Painting teams who made collaborative art, coming together to create and imagine for a good cause.

- The team at The Soda Plant for welcoming us and providing such a vibrant space for POP to happen.

- Our sponsors, The Davis Studio and Mascoma Bank; your support made this event possible.
Thank you all for every moment of creativity, collaboration, and magic!

Thank you for your continued support!

The mission of Inclusive Arts Vermont is to use the magic of the arts to engage the capabilities and enhance the confidence of children and adults with disabilities. We do this through education, exhibition, and capacity building programs for teachers, students, artists, and organizations.
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